We present a hybrid vertex/cell-centred model for mechanically simulating planar cellular monolayers undergoing cell reorganisation. Cell centres are represented by a triangular nodal network, while the cell boundaries are formed by an associated vertex network. The two networks are coupled through a kinematic constraint which we allow to relax progressively. Special attention is paid to the change of cell-cell connectivity due to cell reorganisation or remodelling events. We handle these situations by using a variable resting length and applying an Equilibrium-Preserving Mapping (EPM) on the new connectivity, which computes a new set of resting lengths that preserve nodal and vertex equilibrium. We illustrate the properties of the model by simulating monolayers subjected to imposed extension and during a wound healing process. The evolution of forces and the EPM are analysed during the remodelling events. As a byproduct, the proposed technique enables to recover fully vertex or fully cell-centred models in a seamlessly manner by modifying a numerical parameter of the model.
Introduction
Mechanical analysis of embryonic tissues has gained attention in recent years. Biologists and experimentalists have been able to accurately track the kinematic information of tissues and organs, but the mechanical forces that drive these shape changes have resulted far more elusive, despite evidence that genetic expression and mechanics are tightly coupled in cell migration [1] , wound healing [2] or embryo development [3] .
The quantification of the mechanical forces in morphogenesis has given rise to numerous and diverse numerical approaches [4] , which can be classified into two main types: continuum and cell-based models. The former allow to incorporate well-known constitutive behaviour of solids or fluids [5] and can be discretised with robust techniques such as finite elements [6, 7] . The latter instead have the advantage of explicitly representing junctional mechanics and capturing the discrete and cellular nature of tissues [8, 9, 10] . Due to recent evidence on the role of contractile forces at cell-cell junctions in embryonic development [11] and wound healing [12] , we will here present a methodology based on the latter approach.
Cell-based models can be described through cell-centred or off-latice models [13, 14, 15, 16] , or vertex models (see for instance [17, 18, 19, 20] and the review articles [21, 22] ). The first approach focuses on establishing forces between cellcentres and can easily include variations on the number of cells (cell proliferation or apoptosis). The second approach is instead driven by the mechanical forces at the cell-cell junctions [23] , which seem to determine the emergent properties of tissues and monolayers [24] .
The model proposed here aims to gather the advantages of the two approaches: define cell-cell interactions between centres and at the cell-cell junctions, but include the cell as an essential unit in order to ease the transitions in the cell-cell contacts. We resort to Delaunay triangulation of the cell-centres, and a barycentric interpolation of the vertices on the cell-boundaries. Both nodes and vertices are kinematically coupled by this interpolation, which has effects on the resulting equilibrium equations.
The use of Voronoi tessellations has been well studied for domain decomposition [25] or for discretising partial differential equations in elasticity, diffusion, fluid dynamics or electrostatics. Some examples are the Natural Element Method [26, 27, 28] , the Voronoi Cell Finite Element method [29] , the Voronoi Interface Element [30] or the particle-in-cell methodology [31] . In these methods, the tessellation is used for either constructing the interpolation functions, or describing the heterogeneities or interfaces.
We resort here to the related barycentric tessellation, where the vertices of the network are built from the barycentres of each triangle instead of the bisectors, as it is the case in the Voronoi diagram. We choose this alternative tessellation to guarantee that the vertices are inside each triangle, even when the Delaunay triangulation is deformed, and thus may potentially violate the Delaunay condition. The use of automatic tessellation is also motivated in our case by the need to handle cell-cell connectivity changes in a robust and accurate manner, and thus avoid the design of specific algorithms during remodelling events, as it is customary in vertex models in two [22, 17, 23] and three dimensions [32, 19] .
The proposed model extends a previous cell-centred model [33] with a hybrid approach that incorporates mechanics at the cell boundaries in order to model morphogenetic events driven by contractile forces [34] , like for instance germ band extension [11] or wound healing [35] . Other recent hybrid techniques that couple cell-centred and continuum approaches may be found in [36] , but with no specific mechanics at the cell junctions.
We point out that our aim is to be able to model multicellular systems, with hundreds of cells. We therefore focus our approach at the cell rather than at the subcellular scale. Other methods for modelling cell mechanics such as the Subcellular Element Model [37, 38] or the Immersed Boundary Method [39] are more suitable at smaller scales and therefore can simulate cell-cell interaction more accurately.
We will first define the model kinematics in Section 2 and the equations that describe the mechanical equilibrium of the multicellular system in Section 3. The particular viscoelastic rheological model is presented in Section 4; it allows to handle inter-cellular remodelling by using the equilibrium-preserving mapping described in Section 5. Representative results are presented in Section 6 and some conclusions are highlighted in Section 7.
2 Tissue discretisation
Nodal and vertex networks
In the proposed model the tissue kinematics is defined by the cell-centres or nodes and the cell boundaries, which are formed by a set of vertices. We will denote by x i the nodal positions (lower case superscript), and by y I the vertex positions (upper case superscript). In A we give a complete list of the notation employed in the article. Figure 1 shows an example of the nodal and vertex networks that define the domain of a tissue. The bar elements that define each one of the networks will be in turn employed to write the mechanical equilibrium equation. In the next subsections we detail the definitions of the nodal and vertex positions and their relation. 
Nodal geometry
We will assume that a tissue forms a flat surface and has a constant number of nodes N nodes . These are kinematically described by their cell-centres positions X = x 1 , ..., x N nodes and connectivity T , which define a triangulation of the domain into N tri triangles T I , I = 1, . . . , N tri and N D edges. We will denote by X n and T n the set of nodal coordinates and connectivity at time t n . Figure  1 illustrates the connectivity of the nodal network. The position of the nodes is resolved using mechanical equilibrium, which will be explained in Section 3. The connectivities are found resorting to a trimmed Delaunay triangulation in order to obtain a not necessarily convex boundary. Triangles with an aspect ratio larger than a given tolerance are removed, and each pair of connected nodes x i and x j are connected with a bar element, with a rheology that will be detailed later. Figure 2 illustrates this trimming process and the steps for obtaining configuration {X n+1 , T n+1 } from {X n , T n }. 
Vertex geometry
The boundaries of the cells are defined by a set of connected vertices y 1 , . . . , y Ntri , which define a tessellation of the tissue domain intoN nodes cell domains Ω i , i = 1, . . . ,N nodes . Note thatN nodes < N nodes becauseN nodes does not include the external nodes. Each triangle T I is associated to vertex y I , and each interior node i is surrounded by a number of vertices which is not necessarily constant between time-steps and may vary from cell to cell (see Figure 1) .
The position of vertex y I is given by a local parametric coordinate ξ I in triangle T I . The kinematic relation between the nodal positions x i and the vertices is given by the interpolation
The previous summation extends to the three nodes of triangle T I where vertex I is located. Function p i (ξ I ) is the standard finite element interpolation function of node i in triangle T I evaluated at coordinate ξ I . We will initially consider that all parameters ξ I have a constant value ξ I = 1 3 {1 1}, which corresponds to a barycentric tessellation of the domain. We will eventually allow varying values of ξ I in Section 3.4, where ξ-relaxation is introduced. Every two vertices y I and y J are connected with a bar element if their corresponding triangles T I and T J have a common edge. The positions and the connectivity of nodes and vertices in the tessellated network is uniquely defined by X, T , and all the local coordinates ξ = {ξ 1 , . . . , ξ Ntri } which define the vertex locations y I , I = 1, . . . , N tri . The rheology of the N V bar elements that join the vertices along the boundary of cells will be also described in Section 4.
We remark that the Voronoi tessellation of the tissue may be obtained by computing specific values of the parameter ξ I for each vertex. However, we will not consider this tessellation in this article because our initial Delaunay triangulation deforms due to mechanical equilibrium, with a potential loss of its Delaunay character. In this case, Voronoi tessellation may become undefined, or lead to crossing bars or overlapping domains.
Mechanical equilibrium
Mechanical equilibrium of the bar elements that form the nodal and vertex networks is computed by minimising the total elastic energy of the two networks. This energy is decomposed as the sum of a nodal contribution W D (x), and a contribution of the vertex network, W V (y(x)). The minimisation of the total elastic energy W D (x) + W V (y(x)) with respect to the nodal positions in X, which are considered the principal kinematic variables, yields the equations
We will consider each one of the two terms on the left separately in the next subsections.
Cell-centred mechanical equilibrium
The cell-cell connectivity defined by T includes information on the set of N D pairs ij between the N nodes nodes. Each pair of connected nodes are joined with a bar element that represents the forces between the two cells. This force is derived here from an elastic strain function,
where k D is the material inter-cellular stiffness,
is the scalar elastic strain, and l ij = x i − x j and L ij are the current and reference lengths. In Section 4 we will introduce a rheological law where the reference length L ij (stress-free length of the element) is allowed to vary along time, and thus we 
where S i denotes the set of nodes connected to node i and t ij D is the nodal traction at node i due to bar ij, which is derived from the elastic strain function W ij D as (no summation on i) Figure 3a shows the traction vectors between two nodes x i and x j . Since the system of equations (3) is non-linear with respect to the nodal positions x i , we resort to a full Newton-Raphson method, which requires linearisation of the set of equations. The expression of the resulting Jacobian is given in B.
Adding vertex mechanical equilibrium
The force between any two vertices is also derived here from an elastic strain function,
with k V the cell boundary stretching stiffness. The total mechanical strain energy of the system is the sum of the contributions of the nodal and vertex networks,
The new nodal positions are found by solving the minimisation problem
which may be solved in two manners: as a constrained minimisation, where nodes x i and vertices y I are independent and coupled through the constraint in (1), or by using this constraint in the expression of the objective function (total strain energy). We choose the latter approach in order to reduce the number of unknowns, and thus the size of the resulting system of equations.
In order to deduce the expression of ∂W V ∂x i , we define first the vertex tractions as
The nodal residuals due to contributions of the vertex network, denoted by g i V , may be then computed by using the chain rule and the kinematic relation in (1),
In the last expression B i denotes the set of vertices that form the boundary of cell i, centred on x i , and S I is the set of vertices connected to vertex I. Note also that the last equality follows from the fact that p j (ξ K ) vanishes if K / ∈ B j . Total mechanical equilibrium is then found by solving the minimisation in (6), which yields,
which in terms of the force contributions g
The summation in the second term of (9) involves the vertex bars that have at least one vertex on the triangles that surround node x i . Figure 3b shows a schematic view of how the boundary of each cell is defined within the tissue, and the traction vectors t Mechanical equilibrium of the system is obtained at cell centres (nodes) by solving the set of equations in (9) . Since this equation is non-linear with respect to the positions of the nodes, we resort to Newton-Raphson method for linearisation of the equations and to obtain the solution. The linearisation of the terms in (9) is given in B.
Note that the second term in (9) arises due to the kinematic interpolation in (1). This term represents the nodal contribution of the vertex forces (reactions of the constraints in (1)), which is proportional to the values of the shape functions p i (ξ I ). This equation shows the coupling between nodal and vertex equilibrium. When vertex forces exist (k V = 0), nodal forces and vertex forces are not necessarily equilibrated at nodes and vertex, respectively, that is, we may have that g i D = 0 and J∈S I t IJ V = 0. The latter condition is the equilibrium equation usually imposed in purely vertex models [21] . We will analyse the evolution of these resultants in Section 6 (Numerical results).
Area constraint
Cell volume invariance under tissue extension is relevant when the size and the number of cells within the tissue is considered as constant. A twodimensional area constraint will be imposed here by adding the energy term,
where λ A is a penalisation coefficient and A m 0 and A m are the initial and the current areas of cell m, respectively. The area of cell m can be expressed in terms of its vertices by using Gauss theorem
where y is an arbitrary point on the boundary of cell m, ds is the differential segment of the cell boundary and n is the outward normal. Since each cell boundary forms a polygon, we will break the integral over the whole cell boundary into N m line integrals. Points between vertices I and J can be obtained by using a linear interpolation
with α ∈ [−1, 1] a local coordinate along the cell boundary segment IJ, and
2 (1+α) the interpolation functions. By inserting equation (13) into (12) and noting that ds = l IJ dα/2, with l IJ = ||y I − y J ||, we have
where P m denotes the segments of the polygon that surrounds node x m (see Figure 3b ). The expression above can be simplified as
with
the total area of the whole set ofN nodes cells in the tissue, A T , can be expressed as
The expression of the contribution in (15) is inserted in the energy term in (11) , and appended to the total elastic energy,
which is minimised with respect to the nodal positions x i . This gives rise to an additional nodal contribution,
The setS i in the first summation includes the nodes that surround node i and also node i itself. Since the force vector above is non-linear, the Jacobian must be complemented with additional terms arising from the linearisation of g i A . These terms are given in B.
ξ-Relaxation
When the values of ξ I are kept constant, vertices and cell-centred positions are coupled through the constraint in (1). As pointed out in Section 3.2, this constraint has the effect of altering the usual equilibrium conditions in cellcentred and vertex networks (vanishing of the sum of forces at nodes and at vertices, respectively). In fact, in our equilibrium equations in (9) and (10), the additional force due to g i V (which contains the tractions t IJ V ) may be regarded as a reaction force stemming from the constraints in (1). This modified equilibrium may furnish non-smooth and unrealistic deformations at the tissue boundaries, which can then exhibit a zig-zag shape.
In order to avoid these effects, we will disregard the constraint (1) for those vertices at the boundary, and relax the value of ξ I , which can attain values different from {1 1} T /3. Those vertices are then allowed to change their relative positions within the corresponding triangle T I , and may be not necessarily located at the barycentre. In this case, mechanical equilibrium is expressed as a vanishing sum of tractions at the vertex location, as it is customary in vertex models [19, 10] . In our hybrid model, we interpret the parametric coordinates ξ of those vertices as additional unknowns. The energy terms including the vertices are now made dependent on these extra parametric coordinates, i.e. we write W V (y(x, ξ)) and W A (y(x, ξ)).
When relaxing the constraint, we will further limit the increments of ξ between time-steps, so that their positions are kept not too far from their otherwise interpolated value in order to minimise large discontinuities between discrete time-points on the resulting force contributions. This is achieved by adding to the total energy of the system W and at each time t n+1 a term that penalises the variations of ξ,
By interpreting the factor λ ξ as a viscous coefficient ≈ η ∆t , this additional term is equivalent to a viscous-like effect, since it generates forces proportional to the incremental vertex positions (or vertex velocities).
The extension of the system with additional variables ξ also modifies the minimisation problem in (6) , which now takes the form
Equilibrium is now represented by two systems of equations,
with g x = ∇ x W (x, ξ) and g y = ∇ ξ W (x, ξ). Each residual contribution in the total residual g is the sum of different energy contributions in (20) , so that g = g D + g V + g A + g ξ , where each term contains in turn nodal (x) and vertex (ξ) contributions,
Since the nodal strain energy W D does not depend on ξ I , and the penalty term W ξ does not depend on the nodal positions x i (see equations (2) and (18)), we have that g been given respectively in (3), (8) and (17) . The vertex contributions require the computations of
so that we have, also from equations (11) and (15),
with ∂y I ∂ξ I given in (23), and
The symbol δ KI above is the Kronecker delta, which is equal to 1 if K = I and 0 otherwise. We note that if we extended ξ-relaxation to the whole tissue, we could recover standard vertex models, that is, a model where the vertices positions are solely determined by their mechanical equilibrium: sum of forces at each vertex equal to zero. In our numerical simulations we have though just applied ξ-relaxation to specific boundaries of the domain.
Rheological model
So far, the bar elements of the cell-centred and vertex networks have been considered as purely elastic, with a strain function given in equations (2) and (5) respectively. Since cells exhibit both elastic and viscous response [24] , we here extend the elastic strain energy function of the bars with the ability to vary their resting length L. The rate of change of the resting length is given by the evolution lawL
where γ is the remodelling rate, and ε is the elastic strain used either in (2) or (5). It has been previously shown that such a rheological model is equivalent to a Maxwell viscoelastic behaviour [40] , and that can be used to simulate tissue fluidisation [41] or cell cortex response [42] .
In order to include the inherent contractility that cells exert [34] , the previous evolution law is modified asL
with ε c a contractility parameter. This modification aims to attain a homoeostatic elastic strain equal to ε c , at which no further modifications of the resting length take place.
The ordinary differential equation (ODE) in (27) is employed for the bar elements of the nodal and vertex networks, and it is solved together with the non-linear equations in (19) . In fact, the evolution law is taken into account by first discretising in time the ODE in (27) with a β-weighted scheme. By using the strain definition ε = (l − L)/L, the discretisation of (27) yields
. In our numerical tests we have used the value β = 0.5. The discretisation in (28) allows us to write
This term is inserted in the traction definitions of t ij D ad t IJ V in (4) and (7), which are then computed with the help of the following derivation,
The traction forces in (4) and (7) read then respectively,
5 Remodelling: Equilibrium-Preserving Map
One of the key features of soft biological tissues is their ability to remodel, that is, to change their neighbouring cells during growth, mobility and morphogenesis. We aim to include this feature in our model by computing a new connectivity T n+1 after each time point t n . In this work we resort to the Delaunay triangulation of the nodal network, which guarantees a minimum aspect-ratio of the resulting triangles. We also assume that these optimal aspect ratios will not be exceedingly spoiled during tissue deformation.
The redefinition of the network topology from T n to T n+1 may involve drastic changes in the nodal and vertex equilibrium equations. Furthermore, the resting lengths L ij and L IJ are undefined for the newly created bar elements. In order to smooth mechanical transition between time-steps, we will here present an Equilibrium-Preserving Map that computes L ij and L IJ by minimising the error of the mechanical equilibrium for the new connectivity. We will consider two approaches: a map that preserves the nodal and vertex equilibrium in a coupled manner (full-network mapping), and a map that preserves nodal equilibrium and vertex equilibrium independently (split-network mapping). The computational process depicted in Figure 2 is now completed with the EPM as shown in Figure 4 . 
Full-network mapping
In this approach, we aim to compute a new set of resting lengths L ij and L IJ that minimises the functional
This functional measures the error in the mechanical equilibrium considering all the residual contributions at node i due to the cell-centres (g 
Note thatt ∂y I , but with a simpler purely elastic law, which disregards any rheological evolution of the resting lengths.
We emphasise that while computing the new resting lengths and thus the variables L ij and L IJ , the nodal and vertex positions x i and y I , and also the current lengths l ij and l IJ , are all constant. The minimisation ofπ F in (33) gives rise to a non-linear system of equations in terms of the unknowns L ij and L IJ , but that is linear with respect to the inverse of these quantities. We will denote these inverses by
is obtained by inserting this change of variables
The optimal variables θ ij * and θ IJ * are found by solving the associated normal equations of this least-squares problem, which after making use of (34) reads 
In the equations above, we have defined 
The uniqueness of the solution of system of equations in (35) , and thus the regularity of the system matrix, is in general not guaranteed, since more than one combination of tractions in equilibrium with the reaction field may be found in some cases. This is algebraically reflected by a large condition number of the system matrix. For this reason, the functional is regularised by adding an extra term,
with l ij and l IJ the current distances between connected nodes and vertices, respectively. This regularisation adds a factor λ L on the diagonal components and factors λ L /l mn and λ L /l M N on b mn D and b
M N V
, which ensure that the system will have a unique solution for a sufficiently large value of the regularisation parameter λ L . In our numerical examples we have used λ L = 10 −12 .
Split-network mapping
The previous approach allows to find equilibrated tractions with a possible redistribution of forces between the vertex and nodal networks. In some cases though, it is desirable to keep the traction contributions of the two networks split. For this reason, we present an alternative Equilibrium-Preserving Map that aims to compute the resting lengths by considering equilibrium conditions for the nodal and vertex networks independently. This is achieved by minimising the functional
where r i D is the contribution from the nodal network on node i before remodelling, and r i V is the contribution from the vertex network to node i before remodelling. This contributions are obtained from the residual contributions before remodelling takes place as
(40)
Applying the same approach as in Section 5.1 to π F , the minimisation of π S yields two uncoupled systems of equations,
Matrices A DD and A V V are those written in equation (36) , while the righthand-sides are now given by
Like in the previous section, a regularisation term, equal to the one used in (38) is added to the functional π S in order to ensure the regularity and uniqueness of the solution, with the same value of the regularisation parameter λ L = 10 −12 . The split-network approach is in fact relevant when the stresses in the nodal and vertex networks follow different patterns, and it is necessary to maintain this difference between the networks, such as wound healing, where the stresses around the wound ring are significantly higher. Preserving stress residuals independently at each network guarantees the stress contrast. The full-network approach on the other hand, spoils this contrast and may transfer some of the stresses on the wound ring to the nodal network. The numerical example in Section 6.2 illustrates this fact.
6 Numerical results
Extension of square tissue
We test our methodology by extending a square domain obtained from a random perturbation of a 10 × 10 grid of nodes (see Figure 5a ). The domain is formed by 81 cells, and subjected to a uniform 30% extension applied within 60 time-steps. We will test two situations: extension with constant topology (evolution from (a)-(b)), and with remodelling (evolution (a)-(c)). In the two situations we will apply the full and split approaches of the Equilibrium-Preserving Map (EPM).
Validation of EPM: fixed topology
To inquire the accuracy and effects of the EPM, we measure the total reaction at the right side and the elastic energy of the tissue during extension while keeping the topology constant. Figure 6 shows the evolution of the two quantities when k D = 0.1k V (Figures 6a-b) and when k D = 10k V (Figures 6c-d) . It can be observed that in all cases the full-network and the split-network mappings give the same values as the tests with no mapping. This fact shows that the EPM is able to recover the same traction values as the ones when no computation of the resting lengths is applied, and that the system regularisation is not altering these lengths or the elastic response of the tissue.
Validation of the EPM: variable topology
We now apply the same boundary conditions as in the previous tests, but allowing the tissue to remodel according to the Delaunay triangulation of the nodal positions. Figure 7 shows the total reaction at the right end and the total elastic energy. We have monitored these quantities under three conditions: no remodelling/mapping, remodelling with full-network mapping and remodelling with split-network mapping. We have tested also two sets of material properties: (Figure 7a-b) , and k D = 0.1k V (Figure 7c-d) . The total number of remodelling events (elements that change their connectivity) is also plotted at each time-step, whenever this number is positive.
From the plots in Figure 7 it can be observed that the evolution of the total reaction is not substantially affected by the remodelling process. The elastic energy, however, suffers some deviations with respect to the case with no remodelling when the split-network EPM is used and the vertex network is stiffer than the nodal network. This drift is more severe when more remodelling events are encountered. Indeed, the split-network approach prevents the transfer of energy between the vertex and nodal networks, preventing in some cases the full preservation of the equilibrium conditions before the remodelling events. The total reaction of the tissue is in all cases not much affected by the mapping, which is in agreement with the fact that EPM aims to compute resting lengths distributions that match the nodal resultants before remodelling.
For the two sets of material parameters, the total reaction, and thus the tissue response, is very much unaffected by the remodelling for the two EPM approaches. This allows to keep the correct aspect ratio of the cells while keeping the elastic response. Although cells may use remodelling events to relax their stress state, we here aim to independently control the stress relaxation and the remodelling events. In our example, the stress relaxation is prevented by using a small value of the remodelling rate γ = 10 −6 . 
Analysis of ξ-relaxation
Tissue stiffness against tissue total reaction and strain energy is investigated by assigning a range of values to {k D k V } at a constant total stiffness, k D +k V = 1, under two conditions: 1) when vertices are rigidly anchored at barycentres (ξ = 1 3 {1 1}), and 2) when vertices are allowed to change their relative positions with respect to the barycentres (ξ-relaxation). Figure 8 compares the vertex network shown in Figure 5b for the two situations. The red network displays vertices anchored at barycenters, while in the green network vertices are relaxed under a penalisation factor λ ξ = 10 −4 .
fixed ⇠ relaxed ⇠ Figure 8 : Deformed tissue at 30% extension. Red network represents vertices with fixed ξ. Green network represents vertices when ξ-relaxation is allowed.
In order to inspect the effect of ξ-relaxation we have analysed the reaction and energy of mainly nodal-driven or mainly vertex-driven tissues for different values of λ ξ . Figure 9 shows the tissue response for different values of k V ∈ [0, 1] while keeping k V +k D = 1, and when the tissue is subjected to an 30% extension. Figure 9a shows that the total reaction decreases as tractions concentrate on the vertex network. This reduction is steeper when vertices are relaxed (lower values of λ ξ ). Figure 9b shows a faster drop in tissue total energy and a lower growth in vertex network energy, while no significant effect on nodal network energy when ξ-relaxation is allowed.
We have also analysed the difference of our equilibrated tractions with respect to the purely nodal and vertex equilibrium conditions: null sum of tractions at nodes and at vertices. This difference is computed as the mean value of the following nodal and vertex measures,
Figures 9c and 9d plot the meansĒ D = i E i /N nodes andĒ V = I E I /N tri for the whole tissue. As expected, the nodal difference is zero when no stiffness is assigned to the vertex network (k V = 0). As k V increases, pure nodal equilibrium is increasingly violated, due to the coupling between the two networks. In most cases, this difference is below 10%, except when vertices are fixed. Pure vertex equilibrium is more severely affected by the kinematic constraint, but the difference also decreases rapidly as λ ξ decreases. It can be observed that while the positions of the vertices in the two networks is very similar, purely vertex equilibrium drastically improves for approximately λ ξ < 10 −2 . 
Wound healing
The model is tested to simulate a wound healing process in monolayers [35] . The evolution law in (27) is applied to the nodal and vertex networks with the values given in Table 1 , which also indicates that the area constraint is imposed in order to mimic mechanical properties of the tissue. Topological changes in the tissue are allowed to examine the role of cell motility and cell intercalation during wound healing. Table 1 and the evolution law affecting elements resting lengths, during 50 time-steps. This time is found to be sufficient to reach a steady asymptotic state. = 0.1k V . Also, vertices at the wound edge are allowed to relax by resorting to the ξ-relaxation. This is done to avoid unrealistic zig-zag effects on the profile of the wound edge. Figures 10a 10d and 10g show the tissue initially after wounding, without remodelling, and with full-and split-network remodelling, respectively.
3. To simulate tissue eventual response to wounding, after 12 time-steps, contractility on the elements of the vertex network surrounding the wound (wound ring) is multiplied by 5 in order to pattern actomyosin concentration, as it has been experimentally tested [2] . Figures 10b and 10e show how the extra contractility on the wound edge results in higher tractions on the wound ring, at both non-remodelling and remodelling tissues.
4. Additional tractions on the wound ring cause the wounded area being squeezed by the cells on the wound boundary. Figures 10c and 10f show the wound closure with and without remodelling. Including remodelling during the tissue evolution results in less cell elongation at the wound edge and allows cells to relocate during wound closure.
In the full-network strategy (Figures 10d-f) , since the total residual of nodal and vertex networks were preserved at the nodes, the interplay of stresses in nodal and vertex networks could not preserve the higher stress in the vertex elements at the wound ring. Instead, the split-network strategy could provide the expected higher stress in the elements at the wound ring. This is due to preserving nodal residual independently in each of the networks. 
Conclusions
We have presented a hybrid cell-centred and vertex discretisation for biological tissues. This approach allows to independently control the material properties of the cell-boundaries and the cytoplasm (cell interior). The methodology solves the mechanical equilibrium of the two networks in a coupled manner, and it has been shown that can reproduce relevant phenomena such as tissue extension or wound healing.
The method resorts to a rheological law that is based on an evolution law of the resting length [42, 40] . This evolution is controlled through the remodelling rate γ. For high values of γ, the tissue relaxes and adapts its reference free configuration rapidly, while for very low values of γ, an purely elastic response is recovered.
The variations of the resting lengths allow also to design an EquilibriumPreserving Map (EPM) that computes a set of resting lengths and traction field that mimics the force distribution on the nodal and vertex network before remodelling. The numerical examples presented show that this recovery of tractions alters minimally the stress state.
We have just presented two-dimensional examples, but a three dimensional extension does not involve substantial changes neither in the hybrid approach and in the EPM strategy, if the vertex mechanics is maintained along bar elements. In case that mechanics at the cell boundaries is carried by the vertex faces, some additional modifications should be applied to the tractions and functional in the EPM.
The strategy described here opens also the possibility to energy decaying or methods where the actual reaction is relaxed in a controlled manner. This could be achieved by progressively reducing the nodal reaction used in the functional of the EPM. Also, the hybrid approach could be modified for handling cell proliferation or apoptosis (addition or removal of nodes). Current research is now being undertaken in this direction. . Eqn. (21) .
Stiffness of nodal and vertex network, resp. Eqn. (2) 
B Linearisation B.1 General linearisation steps with ξ-relaxation
When ξ-relaxation is included, the total residual vector g = {g
T is split in a nodal g x and ξ contributions g y (see equation (21)). Each nodal and vertex contribution is given by
Vectors g linear equations g = 0 are solved with a Newton-Raphson process that at each iteration k reads
and is updated as In the next sections we will give the linearisation of the terms in (44)-(46).
B.2 Linearisation of nodal and vertex tractions t D and t V
Many of the derivations detailed below will involve the linearisation of the traction vectors given in (32) ,
The factor ∂L ∂l is zero when the resting length is constant, but for the rheological law presented in Section 4, this factor is given in equation (29) . In the subsequent expressions we will need the derivatives of the traction vectors above. We define matrix which after making use of (30) , it can be deduced that
A similar derivation is obtained for (8) and (17), and from equation (23), it can be also deduced that
